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Rigor Through 
Strategic Vocabulary 
Instruction  
Academic vocabulary is both the language 
of the content area and the language of 
academic functions. 

rigor/engagement/higher-order thinking 

 &  
Word Walls 

Strategies 
of the Week: 

Reading in  th e conten t area is crucia l  to  
vo cabu lary acquisi t i on.     
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Teaching vocabulary should be by design, using research-

based strategies.  Teachers should not only identify how to 

teach vocabulary but what to teach as well.  A 1995 study 

by Hart & Risley documented the huge gaps in vocabulary 

acquisition between children of welfare parents, working 

class parents, and professional parents.  To summarize 

broadly, by the time children are four years old there is a 

5:1 ratio in the number of vocabulary words children of 

professional parents are exposed to versus those children 

of parents on welfare (50 million to 10 million).  

With this data in mind, experts suggest that we 

must strategically select what words we 

choose to teach as well as how we choose 

to teach them.   
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What to Teach and How 
to Teach It 

  One approach to vocabulary 

selection uses the analogy of building a structure to 

help teachers understand what words to teach.  In this 

model teachers begin with “brick” words, which are 

key content words or academic vocabulary words.  For 

instance, in science these might be words like 

observation, data or hypotheses.  Additionally, teachers 

are to focus on “mortar” words, which are defined as 

connecting words and multi-use academic verbs, such as however, analyze, or compare.  Finally, teachers are 

to include “capstone” words, which include big academic concepts, such as experiment or scientific method.  

Teachers are to avoid “window dressing” words, which are rare or exotic words with low utility, such as 

supercilious, banal, or cravat.  Another model divides words into three tiers and is also similar to the brick 

and mortar rules.  Tier 1 words are basic vocabulary words, words that are concrete with easy cognates, 

such as frog or toad.  These words are usually easy for most native speakers but can pose special problems 

for English language learners.  Tier 2 words are high frequency academic words used across all disciplines; 

these words may include discourse markers, signal words, or cognitive functions words, such as compare 

and contrast.  Tier 3 words are content-area vocabulary, such as plot, hyperbole, or isosceles.   

  The Frayer Model is a vocabulary graphic organizer that allows students to look at 

several aspects of a new word to help form a clearer picture of its meaning.  While students may start with 

a dictionary definition, the definition written on the model should be formulated in the student’s own 

words.  This model suggests that teachers have students list defining characteristics of the word as well as 

examples and non-examples.  Teachers can easily add variety to this assignment by having the students 

draw a visual representation of the word, give synonyms or antonyms or the word, or put the word into 

context in a sentence.   

Definition 

Non-Example Example 

Word 

Characteristics 

5 Ineffective Vocabulary Practices 
• Assume that by giving students definitions they 

have learned the words 
• Assume that by telling students to use context 

clues they will know how to 
• Conduct the classic assignment of “look up the 

words in a dictionary and write down the 
definitions” 

• Asking students to write sentences using words 
they don’t have a clear understanding of 

• Teach only the words that are bolded in the text 
(leaves out Tier 2 or mortar words) 

5 Effective Vocabulary Practices 
• Teach words from all Tiers or Brick, Mortar, 

and Capstone words 
• Have students read, read, read in the content 

area 
• Conduct activities where students actively 

manipulate and play with vocabulary words, 
including visusal and non-linguistic strategies, 
and graphic organizers 

• Use word walls 
• Examine English morphemes and cognates for 

the words 
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   A word wall is an interactive collection of 

words or parts of words used to teach vocabulary, 

spelling, letter-sound correspondence and more.  A 

word wall should be prominently displayed in the room 

and change or grow around units of study. 

Reserve a large area of wall space in the 

classroom to build a word wall for each unit of study.  

Students or groups of students should add words to the 

wall as they are encountered in study and words should 

be removed as they become part of the students’ 

knowledge bank. Words should only be added as they 

are taught.  Since teachers should limit the number of 

words taught per week (see below), words should be 

chosen carefully and should be brick, mortar or  

What Is a Word Wall? 

capstone words or should be Tier 1, 2, or 3 words. 

 Research shows that elementary students optimally learn 2-3 new words a week; middle school 

students, 3-5; and high school students, 5-7.  (Now it is estimated that students acquire as many as 3,000 new 

words per school year.  This is not to be confused with the number of vocabulary words that can be taught 

and retained within a week from any given subject.  Acquired words are not necessarily unique words (think: 

laugh, laughing, laughed, laughable, etc.) and students may not have the depth of understanding that a teacher 

needs them to have where academic vocabulary is concerned.  Also remember that CSCOPE provides both 

academic and content vocabulary. 

Something a little different: http://freerice.com/ 

12 Most Powerful Words 
that tend to trip up at-risk 

students and English-
language  learners: 

Trace 
Analyze 

Infer 
Evaluate 

Formulate 
Describe 
Support 
Explain 

Summarize 
Compare 
Contrast 
Predict 

Larry Bell (2005) 

  


